The Sound of Silence
Through his work as a “House Tuner”, Peter works on the

diagnosis of uneven ambient sounds, which have a negative
effect on the emotional state of his clients — until he
takes on the case of Ellen.

Debate: Filmmakers Ben Nabors and Michael Tyburski
Dr. Michael Harenberg (Sound Artist, HKU)

Stroop – Journey into the Rhino Horn War
Two filmmakers explore the war for rhino horn. In this rol-
er-coaster ride between Africa and Asia, the two women
embed themselves on the front-lines of a species genocide
where they are given exclusive access.

Debate: Director & Presenter Susan Scott & Bonné de Bod
Mathias Lörtscher (President CITES)

Aquarela
The film travels from the precarious frozen waters, into the
throes of a hurricane, to mighty waterfalls in order to paint
a portrait of this fluid life force. Fragile humans experience
life and death, joy and despair in the face of its power.

Debate: Writer & Producer Aimara Reques
Dr. Aurora Chávez-Hernández (Environmental Scientist)

The woman who loves giraffes
A feature documentary about the world’s first “giraffolog-
ist” Anne Innis Dagg. The film retraces the steps of Anne’s
ground-breaking 1956 journey to South Africa and discuss-
thes the giraffes situation today.

Debate: Dr. Anne Innis Dagg and Director Alison Reid
Prof. Dr. Catherine Fechel (Evolutionary Biologist)